Module 4:
Home Protection Strategies
Introduction
This module provides information and skill
development on assessing fire risk, creating
defensible space, and learning how home fire risk
assessments are done. However, it is not the purpose
of this module to make participants experts in home
assessments.
The information in this module will help the
participant in preparing their wildfire preparedness
plan for their property, which is a requisite for all
participants in the CFA training. This module will
motivate them to complete activities that will make
their home and property more fire safe.
Finally, the concepts, terminology, and
information regarding fire risk, defensible space,
and home protection strategies will help participants
communicate more competently to others when
doing outreach.

Room setup
Facilitator should secure a room large enough
to comfortably accommodate the number of
participants. Organize the room in a U-shape
fashion with long tables and chairs (See “Room
setup,” page 7). The room should have a large screen
to display the PowerPoint presentation and the room
should have Internet access. Internet access is needed
to show a video online for an in-class demonstration.

Total time needed
Classroom: 3 hours
Field: 3 hours

Equipment needed
Classroom
■■ Computer with PowerPoint
■■ Projector and screen
■■ Internet access or DVD to view in-class video
demonstration
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Field
■■ Handouts for home assessment exercise
■■ Area maps of fire risk
■■ Fire equipment (shovel, Pulaski, fire
extinguisher) in vans if field tour is conducted
during fire season

Background resources
■■ Reducing Fire Risk on Your Properties (PNW
618) https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/
pnw618
■■ Firewise Home and Landscape page: http://
www.firewise.org/wildfire-preparedness/
be-firewise/home-and-landscape.aspx
■■ Fire-resistant Plants for Home Landscapes
(PNW 590) https://catalog.extension.
oregonstate.edu/pnw590
■■ Institute for Business & Home Safety “Wildfire
Ember Highlights” video: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=_Vh4cQdH26g
■■ Examining Home Destruction in the WUI
(2013) DVD by Dr. Jack Cohen
■■ Your Home Can Survive a Wildfire (2015) DVD
by Dr. Jack Cohen
■■ “A Home’s Safety Zone” graphic
■■ SB 360 Evaluation or HIZ Forms
■■ Local maps of fire risk, fire hazard for the area
and region
■■ Firewise website: www.firewise.org
■■ Oregon Department of Forestry fire page
http://www.oregon.gov/ODF/Fire/Pages/
default.aspx or local state forestry agency page

Host prep
■■ Recruit instructor(s) and panelists
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■■ Familiarize instructors and panelists with
objectives, content, agenda, and structure of
session

■■ Communicate HIZ and defensible space
principles to others so they will be motivated
to take action

■■ Communicate with CFA participants to
confirm location and time

■■ Recommend fire-resistant landscaping
techniques

■■ Make sufficient copies of all handouts

■■ Point out where homes are vulnerable to fire
and embers (vents, decks, roofs, etc.)

■■ Reserve classroom
■■ Confirm projector and laptop for the video
■■ Set up room
■■ Prepare refreshments (if applicable)
■■ Acquire DVDs or download videos from the
internet to show
■■ Identify field sites
■■ Organize field tour transportation
■■ Do a practice field tour with instructor(s)

■■ Take measures to decrease fire risk on their
own property
■■ Perform an HIZ assessment and develop
an action plan, then explain that plan to
CFA peers and include it in their wildfire
preparedness plan

Delivery methods
■■ Video
■■ Guided discussion

Class prerequisites

■■ Field tour

There is no prework for this module as designed,
although some reading could be assigned.

■■ Instructor guidance

Learning objectives
Participants will:
■■ Discuss components of risk
■■ Employ basic approaches of fire risk
assessment around homes
■■ Identify the Home Ignition Zone (HIZ) and
define “defensible space”
■■ Determine effective strategies to reduce fire
risk
■■ Assess how a home’s construction and
surrounding landscape vegetation affect its
combustibility

Behavior objectives
Participants will:
■■ Conduct a homesite fire risk assessment on
their own home and use this in developing
their wildfire preparedness plan for their home
and property. (Participants are not expected
to be competent in conducting official SB
360 home assessments after this module. In
order to do official home assessments, CFA
volunteers would need to complete a more
intensive ODF training on this subject.)
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This module is important for building knowledge
about Firewise and defensible space concepts.
The instructor should be enthusiastic and make
this module practical and fun. The information
participants learn and the skills they attain will be
vital as they develop their wildfire preparedness
plans and as they work and communicate with
homeowners in their neighborhoods during
volunteer activities.
The field tour will be very important in bringing
some real-world application to this module. One
challenge for the instructor is that it is difficult to
bring to life the idea of “risk” or give it meaning
when there is no immediate threat from fire.
Therefore, the instructor may want to have
homeowners who have experienced a fire firsthand
speak to the trauma and emotions they felt. Fire risk
does have a face, so to speak, in the people and the
properties that are devastated by wildfire.
Also, having CFA participants conduct a fire risk
assessment around a home as a guided field exercise
will help them better quantify risk in a systematic
way and communicate strategies and techniques to
their neighbors in reducing that risk. Remember,
though, that the purpose isn’t to make them experts
on risk assessment.
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When selecting sites for both parts of the field
tour, consider the following:
Part 1 – The field tour should illustrate wildfire
risk in the area or region. Maps of fire risk would
be helpful to have on hand for this field trip. If a
recent fire burnt through an area with homes, bring
participants there with the idea of having one or
more affected homeowners explain what it was like
during the fire from their perspective. However,
finding a homeowner willing to talk about such a
traumatic, emotional event may be difficult.

❏❏

Part 2 – For this portion of the field tour, it is
important to find a homeowner willing to have his or
her home assessed and to listen to CFA participants’
comments during that process. It is also important
not to lay any blame on the homeowner but, rather,
to be encouraging and provide helpful tips for
reducing fire risk. One of the CFA participants may
be willing to volunteer his or her home for this part
of the field tour.

❏❏

Sample agenda

❏❏

Location: Auditorium
9:00 a.m. Welcome, review agenda and objectives
for the day, introductions
9:30 a.m. Presentation and video demonstration
10:30 a.m. Refreshment break
10:45 a.m. Presentation
11:45 a.m. Lunch
1:00 p.m. Field trip
4:00 p.m. Field trip concludes
4:30 p.m. Arrive back at the classroom

Content outline
■■ Home protection strategies
❏❏ Very brief review of fire triangles and how
they are relevant to homes and landscapes
in the WUI
• Fire triangle
• Fire behavior triangle
❏❏ Fuel (natural and unnatural) and
topographic characteristics around the
home
• Continuity and arrangement
• Quantity
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❏❏

• Availability
• Slope and terrain
Defensible space
• What is it?
• Why do you need it?
• How do you create it?
• Defensible space versus survivable space
–– Goal of survivable space: for home
to survive the majority of wildfires
without fire department intervention
Home Ignition Zone (HIZ) concept
• Defined zones: 1) 0 to 30 feet, 2) 30 to
100 feet 3) 100 feet or more away from
the home
• Concept of discontinuous fuels
• Highlight zones 1 and 2 and how they
could include an adjacent home or
outbuilding
• Management strategies
Fire-resistant landscaping
• Management strategies
–– Hardscape
–– Lawn
–– Mulch
–– Plant selection
• Plant selection
• Materials
Building materials and retrofitting
• Roofing
• Siding
• Windows and doors
• Vents (preventing ember entry)
• Decks
• Gap management in log cabins, pseudostucco, etc.
• In-class videos
–– “Wildfire Ember Highlights”
video produced by Steve Quarles,
Institute for Business and Home
Safety: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_Vh4cQdH26g
–– All or segments of Dr. Jack Cohen’s
DVD, Examining Home Destruction
in the WUI (2013)
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–– Show all or segments of Dr. Jack
Cohen’s DVD, Your Home Can
Survive a Wildfire (2015)
❏❏ Water, access, and other concerns
❏❏ Working with your local fire district or
ODF or state forestry agency
■■ Evaluating fire risk
❏❏ Basic risk review
• Ignition potential (i.e., likelihood of fire)
• Hazard or potential for damage
• Values at risk
❏❏ Volunteer outreach and public education
opportunities
• Evaluating homes and homesites with
additional training
• Where to get information on county
standards for new construction
• SB 360 guidelines and checklist review
• HIZ standards
• Demonstrate how different standards
and evaluation guidelines can be applied
to a hypothetical homesite using the
graphic on the “A Home’s Safety Zone”
slide
• How to conduct an assessment

Exercises
There is one in-class video demonstration
and one field exercise for this module. Below is a
description of the setup for each demonstration and
the facilitated discussion that should occur for each.

Ember and home ignition demonstration video
Part 1 – Embers are fire brands that have been
lofted into the air by the upward movement of air or
driven horizontally by wind from a wildfire. Embers
can travel through the air and land ¼ mile or more
from the fire front, often igniting additional spot
fires ahead of the main fire.
During a fire storm, embers swirl around like
snow and can accumulate on and around homes
or enter through vents, igniting the inside of the
home. Researchers estimate that 80 to 90 percent of
all homes destroyed by wildfire are due to embers
landing on something easily ignitable on, in, or near
the home.
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Show “Wildfire Ember Highlights” (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=_Vh4cQdH26g), produced
by the Institute for Business & Home Safety. The
video illustrates how embers ignite outside fuel but
also how they penetrate a home through vents.
Part 2 – Show all or segments of the following
two DVDs by Dr. Jack Cohen:
■■ Examining Home Destruction in the WUI
(2013)
■■ Your Home Can Survive a Wildfire (2015)

Field exercise #1 – Fire Risk in the WUI and
Assessing Fire Risk Around Homes
Part 1 – Take participants to a part of the WUI
where homes are situated in areas with high fuel
loads and moderate to steep slopes. Discuss fire risk
in this situation as well as how homeowners would
be evacuated should a fire erupt in that location. If
possible, invite a fire chief to talk about how he or
she would attack such a fire and go about conducting
an evacuation. If convenient, locate an area where
homeowners have created some defensible space or
other mitigating treatments.
Part 2 – Take the group to a home and conduct
a fire risk assessment using SB 360 evaluation form
(handout) or HIZ assessment form. This should
be a guided discussion with an expert from ODF
or local fire district. It is important to start from
the house (roof, decks, etc.) and work your way
outwards, evaluating the landscape around the
home and beyond. The instructor should do the
assessment with the entire group moving through
and discussing each item on the checklist. Discuss
other factors that either mitigate or increase the fire
risk for the home in question.

Alternative delivery methods
This module works best with an indoor session
followed by a field trip. Though it may be possible
to deliver the content online, it is essential to have a
field component and allocate enough time to it.

Suggested homework
The information presented in this module will
give participants necessary knowledge to keep
working on their wildfire preparedness plan at home.
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Self-assessment questions
1. What does HIZ stand for? What does it entail?
2. What are some things homeowners can do to
create defensible space?
3. What does fire-resistant landscaping mean?
4. What are some the most vulnerable portions of
a home to wildfire?
5. Where are likely locations for embers to enter
a home?
6. What are some examples of fire-resistant
building materials?
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Home Protection
Strategies Materials

Photo: Washington Department of Natural Resources
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slide deck
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